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Safety of patient-facing digital symptom 

checkers.

Fraser H, Coiera E, Wong D.

Lancet. 2018 Nov 24;392(10161):2263-

2264. doi: 10.1016/S0140-

6736(18)32819-8. Epub 2018 Nov 6

2018 UK / 

Australia

None Expert opinion / 

correspondence

Symptom checkers have great potential to improve diagnosis, quality of care, and health system 

performance worldwide. However, systems that are poorly designed or lack rigorous clinical evaluation 

can put patients at risk and likely increase the load on health systems. Evaluation guidelines specific to 

symptom checkers have three benefits. First, they would provide system creators with a fixed set of 

criteria, ahead of time, on which they will be assessed. Second, they would allow external observers to 

assess the comprehensiveness and quality of evaluation, discouraging system creators from inflating 

the importance of their results. Finally, they would facilitate policy makers in determining a minimum level 

of evidence required before wide-scale use of a system.

Academic writing using references Evidence considered on level of expert opinion It is not possible to determine how well the Babylon Diagnostic 

and Triage System would perform on a broader randomized 

set of cases or with data entered by patients instead of 

doctors. Babylon’s study does not offer convincing evidence 

that its Babylon Diagnostic and Triage System can perform 

better than doctors in any realistic situation, and there is a 

possibility that it might perform significantly worse. Evaluation 

of symptom checkers should follow a multistage process of 
Paper Review: the Babylon 

Chatbot[Internet]. The Guide to Health 

Informatics 3rd Edition. 2018 [cited 

2019 May 29]. Available from: 

https://coiera.com/2018/06/29/paper-

review-the-babylon-chatbot/

2018 Australia 

(from 

reference 

list)

None Critical review / 

expert opinion

The used vignettes were designed to test known capabilities of the system. Independently created 

vignettes exploring other diagnoses would likely have resulted in a much poorer performance. This tests 

Babylon on what it knows not what it might find ‘in the wild. It seems the presentation of information was 

in the OSCE format, which is artificial and not how patients might present. So there was no real testing of 

consultation and listening skills that would be needed to manage a real world patient presentation. A 

better evaluation model would have been to draw a random subset of cases and present them to both 

GPs and Babylon.

Important views from expert Evidence considered on level of expert opinion The reviewed study are considered a very preliminary and 

artificial test of a Bayesian reasoner on cases for which it has 

already been trained. In machine learning this would be 

roughly equivalent to in-sample reporting of performance on 

the data used to develop the algorithm. Good practice is to 

report out of sample performance on previously unseen 

cases.

The results are confounded by artificial conditions and use of 

few and non-independent assessors. There is lack of clarity in 

the way data are analyzed and there are numerous risks of 

bias.Razzaki S, Baker A, Perov Y, 

Middleton K, Baxter J, Mullarkey D, et 

al. A comparative study of artificial 

intelligence and human doctors for the 

purpose of triage and diagnosis. 

ArXiv180610698 Cs Stat [Internet]. 

2018 Jun 27 [cited 2019 May 15]; 

Available from: 

2018 UK/U.S. 

(From 

reference 

list)

Roleplay based 

on 56 vignettes 

on average 

between 7 

doctors. 100 

vignettes for 

algorithm. 

Accurate outcome 

analysis 

A prospective validation study of the accuracy and safety of an AI powered Triage and Diagnostic 

System was performed using an experimental paradigm designed to simulate realistic consultations. It 

was found that the Babylon Triage and Diagnostic System was able to identify the condition modelled by 

a clinical vignette with accuracy comparable to human doctors (in terms of precision and recall). It was 

also found that the triage advice recommended by the Babylon Triage and Diagnostic System was safer 

on average than human doctors, when compared to the ranges provided by independent expert 

judges, with only minimal reduction in appropriateness. In other words, the AI system was able to safely 

triage patients without reverting to overly pessimistic fallback decisions 

validation study using an experimental 

paradigm designed to simulate realistic 

consultations. 

Evaluated only clinical cases that were based on a 

single underlying condition. Similar cases was used to 

train the algorithm.

Artificial intelligence powered symptom checkers have the 

potential to provide diagnostic and triage advice with a level of 

accuracy and safety approaching that of human doctors. 

Such systems may hold the promise of reduced costs and 

improved access to healthcare worldwide, but realising this 

requires greater levels of confidence from the medical 

community and the wider public. Key to this confidence is a 

better understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of Quro: Facilitating User Symptom Check 

Using a Personalised Chatbot-Oriented 

Dialogue System.

Ghosh S, Bhatia S, Bhatia A.

Stud Health Technol Inform. 

2018;252:51-56

2018 Australia 30 test-case 

vignettes. 

Evaluation of 

chatbot triage 

accuracy

Accurate outcome 

analysis 

Symptom extraction from user input involves employing algorithms used to recognize potential medical 

entity substrings in natural language text. A "medical entity" can refer to an instance of a medical 

concept such as Sign, Symptom, Disease, Drug and many more. Typically, medical entity recognition 

consists in: (i) identifying medical entities in the free text, and (ii) determining their categories. This is 

followed by detecting potential semantic relationships between the extracted medical entities 

The bot achieved an accurate outcome (in 1out 3 correct criteria) in 25 out of 30 cases (83.3%) and in (2 

out 3 correct criteria) in 20 out of 30 cases (66.6%). Interestingly, the chatbot demonstrated a high recall 

of 100% for emergent care. An interesting aspect of our system was even though we populate our 

database with red-flag symptoms (for emergent care), our system does not rely on these red flag rules 

to infer an emergent care condition. There were 25 true positives (TPs) and 3 false positives (FPs) in 

criteria 1, and 20 TPs and 6 FPs in criteria 2. Accordingly, our chatbot showed an overall average 

Thorough and apparently transparent 

description of chatbot function and 

development. 

The study evaluation is based on only 30 clinical 

scenarios vignets, and are not evaluated by real 

patients in a natural patients language. Should be 

evaluated through a much larger number real patient 

cases. Conflict of interest since study done by 

developers of the program.

An automated medical conversational platform powered by 

learning algorithms that provides personalized assessments 

based on symptoms is described. The bot’s symptom 

recognition and condition assessment performance could be 

greatly improved by adding support for more medical 

features, such as location, adverse events, and medical 

entities. 

Beyond Dr. Google: the evidence on 

consumer-facing digital tools for 

diagnosis.

Millenson ML, Baldwin JL, Zipperer L, 

Singh H.

Diagnosis (Berl). 2018 Sep 25

2018 U.S. (from 

reference 

list)

None Systematic 

literature review

Evaluations were highly variable in methodology and conclusions, with about half describing app 

characteristics and half examining actual performance. Apps were found to vary widely in functionality, 

accuracy, safety and effectiveness, although the usefulness of this evidence was limited by a frequent 

failure to provide results by named individual app. Given that Direct To Consumer (DTC) diagnostic 

apps are rapidly evolving, rigorous and standardized evaluations are essential to inform decisions by 

clinicians, patients, policymakers and other stakeholders. The use of artificial intelligence (AI) – has 

substantial future implications. For example, current evidence suggests that the sensor-based 

diagnoses of DTC dermatology apps are approaching high reliability and that general symptom checker 

accuracy might be significantly improved with AI. Researchers should validate and standardize 

The study does not manage to identify high 

quality studies

A systemtic and transparent approach Overall, the current evidence base on DTC, interactive 

diagnostic apps is sparse in scope, uneven in the information 

provided, and inconclusive with respect to safety and 

effectiveness, with no studies of clinical risks and benefits 

involving real-world consumer use. Although some studies we 

examined rigorously determined the sensitivity and specificity 

of app-generated diagnoses, methodologies varied 

considerably. Given that DTC diagnostic apps are rapidly 

evolving, more frequent and rigorous evaluations are essential 
Evaluation of a Digital Consultation and 

Self-Care Advice Tool in Primary Care: 

A Multi-Methods Study.

Cowie J, Calveley E, Bowers G, 

Bowers J.

Int J Environ Res Public Health. 2018 

May 2;15(5)

2018 UK 11 practices 

patient 

population, 

80546 patients 

aged > 18 

Multi-method: 5 

month 

observational 

study. Quantitative 

data, qualitative 

data and health 

economic analysis

This study provides an insight into the experiences and challenges of implementing electronic self-

management and consultation tools in a primary care setting across diverse GP settings. It has also 

highlighted areas of immediate concern which may affect the willingness to adopt or retain eConsult or a 

similar system. Results suggest that eConsult was felt useful for specific conditions and types of 

consultation, that workload was not decreased and, in general, patients that used eConsult were felt to 

benefit from the service. The study also sought to identify aspects around the implementation of 

eConsult that were seen to support or hinder the introduction and integration of the system. It was 

evident that factors which facilitated the implementation of eConsult in the practices were: the presence 

of a ‘champion’ who could address issues and promote engagement; use of innovative methods to 

promote appropriate use of the system; and engagement of staff in all areas of the practice. Barriers to 

implementation included: delays in system start-ups due to strategic decision-making processes, 

leading to loss of engagement; marketing not being aligned with practice expectations of eConsult; 

challenges in integrating eConsult with existing systems; low levels of sharing experience and good 

practice; low volumes of eConsults leading to some frustration and inability to assess effectiveness; and 

The evaluation used a multi-methods 

design incorporating both quantitative data 

(log data from eConsult use, patient survey 

data) and qualitative data (interviews with 

GP staff and free text elements within 

patient survey). Use of this methodology is 

considered appropriate for evaluation of 

digital systems and has been used 

throughout the literature

The level of effectiveness was difficult to assess given 

low numbers, only a minority of patients (6.5%) 

completed evaluation. The evaluation was only 

conducted over a 6-month period, it was not possible 

to assess the long-term sustainability of eConsult 

processes adopted.           

Through this evaluation of eConsult across Scotland, the tool 

has been shown to have the potential to significantly impact on 

the provision of primary care services and the way service 

users interact with these services. In addition, the study has 

identified key recommendations for successful implementation 

of a digital advice and consultation tool.

Feasibility, acceptability and 

effectiveness of an online alternative to 

face-to-face consultation in general 

practice: a mixed-methods study of 

webGP in six Devon practices.

Carter M, Fletcher E, Sansom A, 

Warren FC, Campbell JL.

BMJ Open. 2018 Feb

2018 UK 6 practices 

provided 

consultations 

data; 20 GPs 

completed case 

reports 

(regarding 61 e-

consults); 81 

patients 

completed 

questionnaires; 5 

Multi method: 

Mixed-methods 

evaluation, 

including data 

extraction from 

practice 

databases, 

general 

practitioner (GP) 

completion of case 

reports, patient 

WebGP uptake during the evaluation was small, showing no discernible impact on practice workload. 

The completeness of cross-sectional data on consultation workload varied between practices. GPs 

judged 41/61 (72%) of webGP requests to require a face-to-face or telephone consultation. Introducing 

webGP appeared to be associated with shifts in responsibility and workload between practice staff and 

between practices and patients. 81/231 patients completed a postal survey (35.1% response rate). E-

Consulters were somewhat younger and more likely to be employed than face-to-face respondents. 

WebGP appeared broadly acceptable to patients regarding timeliness and quality/experience of care 

provided. Similar problems were presented by all respondents. Both groups appeared equally familiar 

with other practice online services; e-consulters were somewhat more likely to have used them. From 

semistructured staff interviews, it appeared that, while largely acceptable within practice, introducing e-

consults had potential for adverse interactions with pre-existing practice systems. The motivation for 

This evaluation has benefited from 

employing a range of data collection 

methods, resulting in a detailed picture of 

the webGP implementation in practices with 

a range of list sizes and deprivation The 

two patient surveys provided important 

information about patient views and 

enabled comparisons between groups.

The evaluation was limited to a small group of 

practices participating in the webGP pilot 

implementation in just one CCG area, with a 

predominantly white British population. Uptake of 

webGP varied, with very few patients in most 

practices making use of the new system the small 

number of interviews does not allow the authors to 

assume that saturation of emergent themes has been 

achieved. 

This small study has demonstrated that, by applying a range 

of complementary methods, it is possible to learn valuable 

lessons about the impact of innovative approaches to 

managing workload in general practice. Online consulting may 

provide an effective and convenient alternative for some 

groups of patients (such as those in employment) with non-

urgent problems, who do not require face-to-face contact with 

the practice. It may also offer an acceptable means by which 

patients can consult their clinicians about sensitive topics, 

which may otherwise remain unarticulated 

Use of a primary care online 

consultation system, by whom, when 

and why: evaluation of a pilot 

observational study in 36 general 

practices in South West England.

Edwards HB, Marques E, Hollingworth 

W, Horwood J, Farr M, Bernard E, 

Salisbury C, Northstone K.

2017 UK 36 practices, 

296828 patients

Multi-method, 15-

month 

observational 

study, quantitative, 

qualitative data 

and health 

economic analysis

Patterns in use suggest ways that online consultation systems could be developed to improve 

efficiency, such as channelling administrative requests separately and targeting the system specifically 

for patients who regularly see their GP for an ongoing condition. Future research should look at reasons 

for low uptake of e-consultations and try different approaches to improving uptake. If future research 

demonstrated significantly higher usage, this would pave the way for a feasibility study to more formally 

evaluate the effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of e-consultations.

Multi-method study including a large 

number of patients  and an independent 

evaluation of a commercial primary care 

online consultation system. Use of this 

methodology is considered appropriate for 

evaluation of digital systems and has been 

used throughout the literature

Website analytics data showed that the use of actual 

e-consultations was very low. Over the 36 

participating practices, there was a mean of 2.00 e-

consultations per 1000 patients per month. Another  

weakness is the observational nature of the study 

design that limits the authors to a descriptive 

evaluation.

Use of e-consultations was very low, particularly at weekends. 

Unless this can be improved, the impact of e-consultation 

systems on reducing staff workload and improving waiting 

times is likely to be negligible. It is also possible that use of e-

consultations may be associated with increased costs and 

workload in primary care.

Experiences with online consultation 

systems in primary care: case study of 

one early adopter site.

Casey M, Shaw S, Swinglehurst D.

Br J Gen Pract. 2017

2017 UK Narrative 

interviews with a 

sample of seven 

stakeholders 

(three 

development/op

erational staff, 

and four end-

Mixed method 

case study. 

Qualitative and a 

sample of six 

documents 

(including a pilot 

report, training 

presentations, and 

The data suggest that Tele-Doc generates substantial work for non-clinical staff who may be important 

mediators of the success (or not) of technology implementation. Uptake by patients remained low; there 

was little evidence that efficiency gains were realized. The research suggests that — at least for GPs and 

administrators — the assumed potential of Tele-Doc for increased efficiency is difficult to achieve. 

Developers and clinicians invested considerable time and resource into Tele- Doc’s initial condition-

specific templates. However, it was the ‘generic’ template that proved most popular with patients. This 

may reflect patients’ reluctance or inability to commit to a specific condition at the outset of their 

consultation, or a poor fit between the nature of patients’ problems and the algorithmic logic inscribed 

Qualitative results (interviews) that uncover 

numerous aspect of gains, challenges and 

problems introducing an online triage tool 

“Teledoc”. As case study researchers, the 

authors prioritise opportunity to learn over 

concerns about typicality and 

particularization over generalisation. Single 

case studies, like this one, can be valuable 

To large amount based on personal opinions from 

relatively few persons. This study was small, 

undertaken as an MSc project, and focused on staff 

not patients. It involved one atypical practice — an 

early adopter, closely related to the software 

developers, and interested in commercial opportunity. 

Participants were likely to be heavily invested in 

making Tele-Doc work.

Tele-Doc offers a new kind of consultation that is still being 

worked out in practice. It may offer convenience for patients 

with discrete, single problems, and a welcome variation to 

GPs’ workload. Tele-Doc’s potential for addressing more 

complex problems and achieving efficiency is less clear, and 

its adoption may involve unforeseeable consequences

Effect of an evidence-based website 

on healthcare usage: an interrupted 

time-series study.

Spoelman WA, Bonten TN, de Waal 

MW, Drenthen T, Smeele IJ, Nielen 

MM, Chavannes NH.

BMJ Open. 2016 Nov

2016 The 

Netherlands

912 000 patients 

who visited their 

general 

practitioners 18.1 

million times 

during the study 

period

Observational 

interrupted time 

series (ITS) 

analysis was 

used. ITS is 

conside-red a 

strong design 

when 

randomization is 

not possible and 

can thus be used 

to study causal 

effects using an 

observational 

After launch of the website, the trend in consultation rate decreased with 1.620 consultations/1000 

patients/month (p<0.001). This corresponds to a 12% decline in consultations 2 years after launch of the 

website. The trend in consultation rate of the reference group showed no change. The subgroup 

analyses showed a specific decline for consultations by phone and were significant for all other 

subgroups, except for the youngest age group. The rise in consultation rates before release of the 

website, the decline after release of the website and the absence of change in consultation rate in the 

reference group supports a causal relation between the intervention and the observed effects.

Long-term follow-up (6 years) in a large 

number of healthcare consultations (18.1 

million). An interrupted time series analysis 

is the strongest research design when 

randomization is not possible. A change in 

trend of the outcome before and after the 

intervention and additional use of a 

reference group supports a causal effect of 

the intervention. Actual healthcare usage 

rates based on registries were used, 

instead of self-reported healthcare use. 

The major strengths of this study was its 

before–after design and additional use of a 

reference group.

Other events might have affected healthcare usage 

during the study period, but were carefully 

considered and analyzed in sensitivity analyses which 

showed similar results as the primary analysis. A 

limitation is that, owing to nation- wide implementation 

of the website, no reference group could be created 

which was not exposed to the website at all during the 

study period 

The effect of providing evidence-based online health 

information on healthcare usage on a population level was not 

yet known. This study showed that, 2 years after the launch of 

an evidence based health website, nationwide primary care 

usage decreased by 12%. This effect was most prominent for 

phone consultations and present in all subgroups of sex, SES 

and age, except for the youngest age group. This suggests 

that eHealth can be effective to improve self-management and 

reduce healthcare usage in times of increasing healthcare 

costs. 

Comparison of Physician and 

Computer Diagnostic Accuracy.

Semigran HL, Levine DM, Nundy S, 

Mehrotra A.

JAMA Intern Med. 2016 Dec

2016 U.S. (from 

reference 

list)

234 physicians 

vs. 23 digital 

symptom 

checkers solving 

1105 clinical 

vignettes 

Direct comparison 

of diagnostic 

accuracy - 

physician vs. 

computer 

algorithms

Physicians listed the correct diagnosis first more often across all vignettes compared with symptom 

checkers (72.1% vs 34.0%, P  <  .001) as well as in the top 3 diagnoses listed (84.3% vs 51.2%, P  <  .001).

Across physicians, they were more likely to list the correct diagnosis first for high-acuity vignettes (vs 

low-acuity vignettes) and for uncommon vignettes (vs common vignettes). In contrast, symptom 

checkers were more likely to list the correct diagnosis first for low-acuity vignettes and common 

vignettes

Direct comparison  of human vs. digital 

symptom checkers performance which a 

clinical relevant approach. The use och 

clinical vignets makes the study highly 

reproducible. 

Investigation on vignets are potentially biased 

compared to using real patients who use common 

everyday language. Key limitations included the use of 

clinical vignettes, which likely do not reflect the 

complexity of real-world patients and did not include 

physical examination or test results. Physicians may 

not be a representative sample of US physicians and 

therefore may differ in diagnostic accuracy. Does not 

In what we believe to be the first direct comparison of 

diagnostic accuracy, physicians vastly outperformed 

computer algorithms in diagnostic accuracy (84.3% vs 51.2% 

correct diagnosis in the top 3 listed). Despite physicians’ 

superior performance, they provided the incorrect diagnosis 

in about 15% of cases, similar to prior estimates (10%-15%) 

for physician diagnostic error. This project compared 

diagnostic performance, future work should test whether 
Evaluation of symptom checkers for 

self diagnosis and triage: audit study.

Semigran HL, Linder JA, Gidengil C, 

Mehrotra A.

BMJ. 2015 Jul

2015 U.S. (from 

reference 

list)

45 standardized 

patient vignettes 

to audit 23 

symptom 

checker 

algorithms, totally 

1302 standard 

patient 

evaluations

Statistic analysis of 

diagnostic 

accuracy and 

triage  advice. 

Algirithm vs. 

Goldstandard

Physicians should be aware that an increasing number of their patients are using new internet based 

tools such as symptom checkers and that the diagnosis and triage advice patients receive may often be 

inaccurate. Symptom checkers may, however, be of value if the alternative is not seeking any advice or 

simply using an internet search engine. Further evaluations and monitoring of symptom checkers will be 

important to assess whether they help people learn more and make better decisions about their health. 

The 23 symptom checkers provided the correct diagnosis first in 34% (95% confidence interval 31% to 

37%) of standardized patient evaluations, listed the correct diagnosis within the top 20 diagnoses given 

in 58% (55% to 62%) of standardized patient evaluations, and provided the appropriate triage advice in 

57% (52% to 61%) of standardized patient evaluations. Triage performance varied by urgency of 

condition, with appropriate triage advice provided in 80% (95% confidence interval 75% to 86%) of 

The study investigates both diagnostic 

accuracy and accuracy of triage advice. 

The use och clinical vignets makes the 

study highly reproducible. 

The symptom checkers was evaluated as a whole, 

individual high/low performance was therefore not 

possible to identify. Vignets does not reflect the 

complexity or language of real world patients. 

Symptom checkers had deficits in both triage and diagnosis. 

Triage advice from symptom checkers is generally risk 

averse, encouraging users to seek care for conditions where 

self care is reasonable.

Digitizing diagnosis: a review of mobile 

applications in the diagnostic process.

Jutel A, Lupton D.

Diagnosis (Berl). 2015 Jun 1

2015 New 

Zealand 

/Australia 

(from 

reference 

list)

131 health apps Systematic content 

and descriptions 

analysis  of 131 

health apps

The analysis found that while these apps provide access to medical information previously widely not 

available to lay users and offered a convenient diagnostic tool for practitioners, many failed to describe 

the evidence base underpinning, or any other credential supporting, their design and use. These apps 

potentially shift how diagnosis operates, reconfiguring disease concepts and lay-professional relations. 

However they also raise the risk of conflict of interest and presenting inaccurate information. Further 

research is required into how these apps are used, the implications for medical practice and the impact 

on doctor-patient relationship.        

Systematic approach, large number of 

apps investigated. 

Mainly qualitative extraction of data. Possibility for  

bias through authors subjective interpretation 

The diagnosis app raises not only the specter of shifting locus 

of authority in the doctor patient encounter, but also questions 

about agendas concealed behind the algorithmic applications; 

about quality control and credentials. They approach 

diagnosis from a necessarily binary system of information, 

effacing the fine detail of the individual case in the 

classificatory framework. Digital health technologies such as 

mobile apps have the potential, therefore, of configuring new 

domains of health, illness and medical practice. The decision-

making pathways of diagnosis apps – their algorithmic 

How to develop web-based decision 

support interventions for patients: a 

process map.

Elwyn G, Kreuwel I, Durand MA, Sivell 

S, Joseph-Williams N, Evans R, 

Edwards A.

Patient Educ Couns. 2011

2011 UK None Expert opinion. 

Based on 

experiences of 

developing and 

evaluating web-

based decision 

support 

interventions.

General principles are outlined: The content specification is fundamental and should go beyond the 

traditional emphasis on scientific evidence to establish patients’ perspectives on the salience and 

relevance of the proposed options. The creative phase is less governed by specification. Using an 

iterative method of trial and adaptation, it is a time of creative design, experimentation and consultation. It 

aims to develop a medium to achieve the three fundamental tasks of decision support interventions: 

present information; achieve accurate affective forecasting; provide a basis for preference construction. 

The benefit of this process is to combine the realm of best evidence with the lifeworld of the patient: to 

understand that patients’ preferences are not synonymous with those that are assumed by healthcare 

Gives insight in “hand on experience” with 

the Topic and to large extent relate to 

current evidence 

A none systematic expert opinion to some extent 

based on the authors own experience

This article provides a process map of how to develop web-

based decision support interventions for patients. 

The guiding principle needs to be one of customizing the 

delivery, based on close consultation with the target users 

and an iterative development process until the intervention is 

deemed accessible and useful. 

Patient use and compliance with 

medical advice delivered by a web-

based triage system in primary care.

Nijland N, Cranen K, Boer H, van 

Gemert-Pijnen JE, Seydel ER.

J Telemed Telecare. 2010

2010 The 

Netherlands

13.133 patients 

entered, 3812 

patients went 

through triage. 

Online survey 

192 patients 

Mixed-Method 

Retrospective 

observational 

study + 

prospective online 

survey 

Patients experienced a high percentage of referrals to a doctor, which was higher than they expected. 

So there was an imbalance between the central idea of web-based triage and the intended use of it. As 

self management is the focus of electronic care, an in-depth evaluation of patients' needs for autonomy 

and their readiness to make decisions about their health care is important. Over a period of 15 months, 

13,133 different people began using the web-based triage system and 3812 patients went right through 

the triage process to the end. The most frequent complaints were common cold symptoms, such as 

cough and a sore throat (22%), itch problems (13%), urinary complaints (12%), diarrhoea (10%), 

Large number of patients in the 

retrospective part

Retrospective observational study: The high dropout 

rates and invariability of the generated advice. The 

dropout rates were high, especially before entering a 

complaint (50%) and just before the system delivered 

advice (40%). Prospective survey: Small number of 

patients went through the full followup In the 

prospective study (35) and actually compliance (20). 

In conclusion, web-based triage can contribute to a more 

efficient primary care system, because it facilitates the 

gatekeeper function. This implies that empowering patients by 

means of web-based triage requires interventions to instruct 

and motivate users; which is not common in the 

implementation of health care technologies 

Increasing the use of e-consultation in 

primary care: results of an online 

survey among non-users of e-

consultation.

Nijland N, van Gemert-Pijnen JE, Boer 

H, Steehouder MF, Seydel ER.

Int J Med Inform. 2009 Oct

2009 The 

Netherlands 

( from 

reference 

list)

1066 patients Observational 

study, Patients 

enroll through 

banners on patient-

organizations 

websites

The most prominent barriers towards e-consultation were: unawareness of the existence of e-

consultation, e-consultation not being provided by a GP and the preference to see a doctor. Education 

and examination of user expectations can provide a solution for these barriers, for both patients and 

caregivers alike. Patients are dependent on a GPs’ provision of e-consultation. Therefore, it is important 

to advise caregivers on the mutual benefits of e-consultation, its consequences and implementation into 

regular practice. Non-users of e-consultation may have no clear ideas or assumptions about the 

benefits and disadvantages of e-consultation. The study revealed that certain patient groups, such as 

less-educated patients, elderly patients and chronic users of medication were especially motivated to 

use e-consultation, but also perceived many barriers towards e-consultation. The elderly patients, for 

Relatively large study population and well 

designed questions exploring the issue

Participants recruited through banners on frequently 

visited websites of 26 well-trusted patient 

organizations, leaving possibility for seletion bias. 

Results based on participants self reported 

preferences 

Special attention should be paid to patients who can benefit 

the most from e-consultation, while also facing the greatest 

chance of being excluded from the service. As health care 

continues to evolve towards a more patient centered 

approach, Authors expect that patient expectations and 

demands will be a major force in driving the use of electronic 

communication.

Decision support system for medical 

triage.

Sadeghi S, Barzi A, Zarrin-Khameh N.

Stud Health Technol Inform. 2001

2001 U.S. Not described Preliminary clinical 

reviews, case 

studies

An intelligent triage system most be able to handle uncertainty and gabs in data as well subjective 

descriptions and perceptions of symptoms since data is filled in by patients. Also for the system in 

order to work efficiently its more important that correct disposition is made than the correct diagnoses is 

set. 

Some degree of insight into the technical 

challenges designing intelligent triage 

systems, 

The article is mostly a synopsis meant for planing 

future studies and a description of a planned triage 

system. There is no presentation of real results or 

studie population. The conclusion of the studie is 

therefore to consider as an expert opinion 

Bayesian networks is an efficient way of performing triage and 

it brings consistency and reproducibility of results and 

reduces human or systemic errors.
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